


Wil l  Self

Stength

Narinder Purba spoke exclusively to Will Self about Boris Johnson, cartoons,

drugs, growing old gracefully and the state of the worldl

I t is incredulous to think that George Bush was

I re-elected as President for a second-term after
I the debacle of his first stint in office. Even more

outstanding was the fact that the 2004 election was
not shrouded in any ofthe scandalous controversy
of Florida in 2000, whereby he surreptitiously tiptoed
himself into the White House. This time around, on
the back ofone ofthe most controversial wars in
recent times which positioned him as one of the
most universally despised individuals in the world,
Bush not only won, but did so with a majority of the
popular vote. Disbelief would be a mere appetiser for
the main meal of shock felt by those of us interested
and affected by politics. Things like that would never
happen in a country in Britain.

And so, on the 3'd May 2008, Boris Johnson was
divisively elected as Mayor of London and there was
a palpable sense of d6jir vu, except this time it was
on our own shores. And so it is, the capital of England
now has a new Sheriff in town and those of us in the
press watch and wait with absolute diligence to see
what he pulls out of the holster. I put to the writer
Will Sell a Londoner through and through whom I
have the privilege of interviewing today, what his
sentiments are regarding the new Mayor.

"Well," he says pausing for a brief moment of
reflection, "l think he'll cock it up. lt's a difficult one for
the Tories - either they'll have to make him so anodyne
that you'll hardly notice that he's the Mayor or else
they'll have to let him actually do something in which
case he'll cock it up. So there's a bit of a cleft-stick
therei'

Johnson has garnered a sort of reputation as a
bumbling idiot of a politician with the incapacity to
understand the imoact of his words and actions much
to the chagrin of his colleagues, voters, and enemies
alike and now he's effectively running one of the most
powerful cities in the world. What does Self think of
him?

"l think that he is a buffoon. lt doesnt matter that
he! got a kind offancy education and can quote the
classics; it's neither here nor there. What we need in
London is a glorified transport manager with a bit of
pizzazz, but his is the wrong pizzazz, and I mean he
just comes to securely like Cameron from the kind of
Oxford posh dining society Eton kind of background,
which no matter what they blather on about they're
not really inclusive politiciansi'

He goes on to explain that despite all the rhetoric of
the Tories as a changed party and the at least iceberg
shift to the centre ground, they are still fundamentally
in-egalitarian with ideals vested in the belief that
privilege is a birth right. Self doesn't totter about on
the edges about sincerely expressing his thoughts,
he simply tells it as it is: "1 even went to elect for Ken
to keep him in even though I don't feel particularly
happy about him eitheri'

Self is a renowned and relevant intellectual, as
eloquent in oratory as he is in print, and unashamedly
honest: all positive attributes of what we would
want from an ideal oolitician. Has he therefore ever
considered being in politics?

"No, not seriously... I guess the only elected position
l've ever toyed with is London Mayor just because
it would suit my Londonishness, but, as Shelly said,
'poets are the unacknowledged legislators ofthe
worldi and that's plenty for me. I don't my particular
talents would be best suited to elected office."

I can understand where Self is coming from. His
intelligence is indeed best expressed through the
undisputable authority of the written word as the
medium of literature allows for him to produce a glut
of original, polemic, and brooding pieces of writing
without any accountability to the people. His is a
quality of writing that encourages discourse - as well
as entertains - and although he writes profusely across
a number of publications, which would imply a certain
degree of sacrifice in integrity, one has to reconsider
the classic adage of quality over quality when
concerned with Self, for at least in his journalistic
works of which I am more familiar with, he continues
to knock out masses of superior pieces ofwork. Has
he written his best piece of work yet and does he fear
he'll burn out?

"There's nothing more dispiriting than meeting
people who never seem to quite grasp how awful it
is when they say'l liked your first book the bestj so
effectively the many years you've been sitting there at
the typewriter in the intervening period does sort of
disappear into some awful dust.

"lt's my way of interacting with the world, and
it isnt so much about the individual book form
anymore, it's just kind of what I do and l'm of course
going to keep doing it. I tend not to... l 'm not
bullshitting you but I tend not to think in those terms,
ljust think that l' l l carry on writing."
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Wil l  Self

It was in 1 96 1 , London, that Self first opened his
eyes to the world and he was born into a fairly middle
class liberal family. His father was an academic and
his mother was involved in the publishing industry,
so Self had at his disposal a generous and varied
library of books that gave him a taste for writing and
thoughtfulness. Thus, as a child, he spent an excessive
amount of  t ime reading, which now lends him his
lethal arsenal of words.

From an early age too he had a penchant for
dabbling in drugs and booze, an addiction that lasted
well into his thirties, infamously topped offwith
him doing smack on John Major 's airplane in 1997.
Between those years he managed to get himself
to Oxford where he read philosophy, and later,
post-academia, he spent some time as a cartoonist.
However, he longed to be writer and continued to
write in-between jobs, which led him to produce
and publish his first collection of fiction in 1991 ,The
Quontity Theoty of lnsonity. He was 30, and two years
later, Granta named him as one ofthe best young
British writers. This was his timely break and since then
he's graduated into one ofthe modern day literary
heavyweights. I ask him what his motivations today
are as a writer and further, I put to him the hyperbolic
question of whether he exists to write.

"That's a bit of an overstatement; lmean l'm a
husband and a father. I don'tjustwrite, I sort ofshit
and eat as well. lt 's quite universal, l 'm not a genre
writer, I suppose l'm a satirist generally, I always like
Finley Peter Dunne idea, the definition ofjournalism
which is to tomfort the afflicted, and afflict the
comfortablel I think that applies even better to satire.
One of the things I like about writing as an art form is
that it seems to me very encompassing, you can do a
lot with it."

READING THE WORKS of Self is hugely enjoyable, a
sort of energetic ride through a land of sumptuous
words. He has a graceful and acidic style of prose,
and his PsychoGeography column for example, is
aptly illustrated by the vibrant illustrations of Ralph
Steadman, who of course used to work with the late
great Hunter S. Thompson. Does he put much thought
into how his words appear on the page?

"l don't know, ljust write to amuse myself, you
know, I don't really think much beyond that. ljust
sort of do what I feel called upon to do. I don't have
to analyse it much but I do tend to write at least three
drafts of everything."

It! almost common for those involved in the arts
to be able to express themselves creatively in
another field, and to do so with merit. Dennis
Hopper takes pictures, Brad Pitt is into
architecture, and Mila Jovovich designs
clothes. I wonder if Self keeps up with
sketching.

"No. I do like
cartoons but
i t l  a k ind
of reductive
medium
compared to prose.
I ran into Chris Donald
your Tyneside cartooning
hero the other day when I was up
at Alnwick, and I love his work, lthough it was brilliant.
I was actually getting quite good when I stopped, but
who knows I might do some in the future."

On the theme of arts, there is a distinct absence of
any mention of music when discussing Self. lt's almost
as if it is redundant to his life, and I enquire as to
whether music plays much part in his life.

"lncreasingly. I was un-musiced for about,"
he pauses,"When l stopped smoking dope

I couldn't listen to music for about five or six years.
I think it really fucks up your ability to enjoy music
because marijuana so kind of enhances [your
perception of what that music is.l

"l suspect something weird must happen at
a neurological level where your brain may stop
manufacturing the right neurotransmitters because
when I stopped smoking dope, I couldn't listen to
music.  l t  just  sounded l ike something banging a
biscuit tin and it was like that for years and years and
years. lt was really quite depressing. Anyway, l've got
back into it now but not rock music reallv. that's all
gone, only classical nowl'

That's interesting, I say.
"Well it's unseemly isn't it, l 'm nearly 50i'he says

in with tone that has me smiling, "l don't really
understand that th ing of  k ind of  o lder people l is tening
to guitar bands: it seems like a permanent nostalgia to
me. I suppose guitar rock is the new classicism; if you
told me when I was 1 7 that the same kind of four piece
of guitar music that we listened to would still exist 30
years down the line grinding out the same chords l'd
have fucking not believed you for a minute." And my
smile breaks out into laughter.

Keith Richards recently featured as the cover of
Esgu,re, adorned in his trademark accessories, his skin
droopy, a dusty faded leatherjacket, and a look that
says "fuck you, l'm a rock star." lt'd still work if Richards
and the Rolling Stones were in their thirties, but now,
knocking around the pensioner's age, it seems
almost perverse. lt's not being ageist, it's just some
things are luxury of the youth.

"l think it! pathetic. lt would probably be a
good idea if they were shuffled offto a care home.
However, Dylan is more seemly
because he's plugged in very
deep. Pop music is about young
people. lt's about fucking and
getting loaded and it's not
right for older people. They
should hang up

I ran into Chris Donald
your Tyneside ca rtoon in g
hero the other day when I
was up at Alnwick

their guitars and do something else. Look at Elvis
Costel lo,  one of the great music ians of the punk and
the new wave indie era, he doesn't play that kind of
music anymore, he's grown up and is into different
styles of music like classical, and interested in jazz."

Selr himself has no plans of slowing down, and
productivity is still on the express

setting. lt's that demon George
Orwell talked about. lt's a writer's
thing that much lget ,  that  much I
understand, that much I emphasrze
with. In October he is releasing
fiction entitled liver as well as a
collection of essays called Walking

to Hollywood.
" l  am indeed going to be
walking to Hollywood in a

couple of weeks timeJ'
Al though i t  is

widely known that he
enjoys the tranquillity
of  ambl ing around, I

inquire as to whether he
does any prep work for

such excursions?
"No. l'm as fit as a

butcher's dog. I don't drink,
I don't do drugs, and l'm fitter

now than I was thirty years
ago by a long way. lt's a way of
stepping outside of the world."

The interview is beginning to
wind down, and al though cl ichd, I
ask him what he thinks of the state
of the world.

"l don't feel too bad about it:
what goes around comes around.

You don't have to be too oessimistic.
I mean itt only if you've bought into

the idea that society should be endlessly
progressing that you'd be worried about
the rather gloomy state of affairs that we're
in at the moment because societies aren't
a lways endlessly progressing.. .

"You should read my novel, The Butt,
which wi l l  te l l  you what I  th ink about the
world. . . "

I swear he laughs at the end of the
sentence, and again, like so often in this
intervieq I split my sides.

"Give it a whirl/' he says, "nice to talk to youJ'
It's been memorable. 

I

IheButtbyWil l  Self is publ ished by Bloomsburyand is in the shops
now. lt is reviewed on page 94.
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Qulte slngly

Narinder Purba spoke to Bharti Kher about her new exhibition at the Baltic on Newcastl
show and returning to the city where she studied.

'ayside, her first UK solo

I t is a mere handful of hours to go before the

I 
preview of Bharti Kher's Baltic Installation yirus.

I Three distinct panels are already lined up on the
wall, a myriad of colourful dots punctuated by hand
with endless bindis.Two of the more colourful ones
remind me ofNo.5,1948,thevety abstract and very
expensive painting by Jackson Pollock. Meanwhile
Solarum Series 7 is work in progress attended to
by a number oftechnical stafi Solarum Series 2 sits
patientfy ready, and Somotic cell nucleartransfer is
projected against the wall in anticipation of sunset.
Thus, at present, there is no sense of ambience
to give the work it's full effect, but nevertheless,
it's interesting and enjoyable to see it in a state of
abeyance. This itself is art, no? Amidst this, Kher is
calm, jovial, and resplendent in a blue skirt, green
cardigan, and tulip orange patterned blouse. Her voice
is warm and engaging; with the kind of tone that
has a conversational quality to it. As I greet her, I ask
her how it feels to be back in the North East, having
studied Fine Art and Painting at Northumbria in the
early 1 990s.

"lt's amazing. The city has changed hugely. lt has
grown and developed. There! a lot more art. lt's much
more cosmopolitan. lt's like a homecoming for me as I
spentthree and half years in Newcastle.This is where
I learnt, and itt where I met my friends:" Although
based in New Delhi, Bharti is actually a British Asian,
born and raised in London, Fkr formative years were
in England, so l'm curious as to why the shift to India,
was it in her mind to intentionally return home so to
speak? "1 never moved back actually. I went to India
on a holiday and I met my husband and fell in love
and I stayed in India. That's why. I didn't go to discover
my roots; they were firmly planted in the UK. I didn't
intend to go to India, I didnt intend to meet my
husband, and I didn't intend to fall in love, and you
know, things happen and l'm very happy."

HER HUSBAND, SUBODH GUPTA, himself an artist
had showcased his work at the Baltic over a year
ago, which she accompanied him on, so she says
this time it's nice for her to be in the limelight with
him in tow. This is in fact her first UK solo show, so
it is also something of a personal delight to have
it here. In the So/arum series, the trees appear to
have the look of autumn with rustic colours from
the browning of leaves, and the bark itself is a
drawn-out peach, a thirsty cry for hydration as if the
ground in which it inhabits has become arid and
dead, On closer inspection one sees that leaves are
in fact mythological and animalistic heads branched
together with manufactured wire, and the bark itself
bears no roots, but is cemented into the earth.

"When I was researching for the So/arum series
I came across a small Persian image from the 1 1'h
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Century of a tree with the heads of gargoyles. This
was the mythological tree that was supposed to give
Alexander the Great - as he advanced across Asia - the
warning that he would never cross India, and if he
attempted to do so he would die. He didn't listen and
he went to India where he was subsequently poisoned
and died. So this is the warning tree. All these heads
are the kind of mythological creatures that have
mythological power and give advice and warnings like
an oracle tree, and strangely bringing it back into the
contemporary context that this is maybe man made
and as you can see it starts to look like it has been
constructedi'

We move towards Virus itself, adorned with splashes
of blues, whites, and greens, oceanic colours that give
the ensemble the appearance of seaweed. lt could be
mistaken for a painting, but it's a sculptural product of
her signature bindi motif. "lf you see the bindi panels
they?e very painting in their approach, they're very
much about surface, and there is a lot of texture going
on, and a huge sense of colourl'l study the paintings
carefully and suddenly the image ofthe sea in virus
becomes swallowed up by the cosmos, and I see the
sun, the stars, and the constellations, codes ofthe
origins of life. lt all harks back to the natural world,
long before today's technology, and I enquire how
important it is to be organic in her work.

"Hugely. My work is still very much based on

handmade practice. Each head is made by hand and
clay and every single one is different. The bindi works
the same, you have this idea of layer-based work, it's
like textile and itt hugely labour intensive. lt talks
about a passage of time so it's almost in some ways
anti-technology, but in some ways referring to it at the
same timei'Which leads us to her final piece, Somatic
cell nucleartransfer, a projection on the wall ofa spiral
with light emitting from the core like the sun. lt's an
embracement of new mediums for artistic expression
but originating from natural means.

"There are some pieces that l've made that are just

lines, all the way up and down.They just look like
matrixes, they start to look like codes, they start to
look like signs, and they refer to an age we live in, but
also essentially we are human and we do things, we
make things, we touch thingsl'Take from it what you
will, Vlrus is all about interpretation, "about finding
your own stories"as Kher says, and to be experienced
on your own level. What I found from this was a new
Iess pessimistic attitude towards conceptual art,
even a growing admiration and interest in it.There is
however, no misunderstanding as to who Kher is:

"l'm an artist, l 'm Bharti Kher, and I live and work in
Delhi, full stop. That's it. Today."The world is our
home. I
yirus runs until 1 7th August atThe Baltic on Newcastle
Quayside.



Bharti Kher
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My work is still very
much based on
handmade practice.
Each head is made by
hand and clay and every
single one is different
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As Smooth As

si lk
Subodh Gupta takes Narinder Purba on a silky walk down modern
India, as he unveils his new exhibit ion at Balt ic.

6\ubodh Gupta's new solo show The Silk Route is a

"iD:;:il:.I,:::::frtiilffi :vith 
his signature

On show is Elack lhrng, a hedgehoglooking piece
made up ofthin bfack rectangular pieces,216 Socks,
which is how it reads, and the major title piece, Ihe
Silk Route, a giant sushi-conveyor belt adorned with
traditional Indian pots and pans that revolve around
mechanically.To the naked eye these are superficial
objects hastily fixed together, but as Gupta explains,
there are always meanings beneath the surface.

"lt! about many things like my identity and where
l've come from, and the spread of cultures across the
worldl

The reference to The Silk Route is axiomatic,
referring to a series of interconnected routes
extending from Asian to Africa and even Europe. The
trade and interplay between different cultures that
grew out of these simple roads helped develop some
of greatest civilisations the human species has ever
seen, and it also laid the very foundations oftoday's
globalised world.The importance of this is central to
Gupta's work.

"lt! about the changing shape of the world. Take for
example sushi: you can go anywhere in the world and
find sushil'

Indeed. ln today's diminutive globe, where the
growth of multiculturalism is endemic through
migration and the exchange of goods of services,
you don't necessarily have to travel the world to
experience native delicacies or culture. You can find it
right on your doorstop.

Using everyday materials fiom cow dung to sacks,
to pots and pans, Gupta explores the paradoxes of
booming economies, where wealth sits uncomfortably
with poverty. "The pots are very shiny and new and
they look great, but it'5 a poor man! part."

Fundamentally, they look luxurious, but beyond the
superficial they serve a simple function of giving life to
so many people.

Having travelled the world endlessly, Gupta knows
a thing or two about the fruits of a cross-cultural
interdependency: "There's lots of exposure to new
things, lots of art of course, but most of all it! very
educational. I just love the experience of different
cultures.'

A great show from a charming man, this installation
shows the real potential of contemporary Indian art.
Although bountiful, in terms of a global appeal it's still
in its embryonic staget after all, name me a famous
Indian artist you could put alongside Bacon, Hirst, or
Tracy Emin... it's just not the case.

"lt's happening," Gupta tells me enthusiastically,
"People are starting to come from all over the world to
buy, see, and showcase Indian art, and in the cities like
Mumbaiand Delhi, there is an art scenei'

Part ofthe problem is lack of government funding:
"The government is not interested in putting money
into it as they think it's not important.

Another problem is the sheer scope ofthe
continent: "lndia is a huge and the number of artists in
relation to the land is small. We need more artists!"

"People are
start ing to come

from al l  over the
world to bry,  see,
and showcase Indian

arL,  and in the
ci t ies l ike Mumbai

and Delhi ,  there is
an art  scene. "

This may seem paradoxical given India's love affair
with music and film, and one would immediately
assume that this zeal for entertainment would transfer
over to art. However, as Gupta informs me, the
enthusiasm and passion for Bollywood is more visceral
than anything else. "We just love drama, and it's in
Indian nature to love Bollywood and be entertainedj'

He goes on to explain that Bollywood provides
escapism for the average Indian - the Rickshaw wallah
for example - again highlighting the irony of modern
societies incapacity and failings to'make poverty
history:

Although there is a long way to go, Gupta assures
me that India is on the right track. Observably
passionate about his country r'ljust love my home,"
he says - Gupta is every much the modern Indian. Full
of vibrancy, confidence, and ambition, he's a fitting
ambassador for promoting the India of the 21st
century. As the limesof lndio asserts:'lndia Poised, Our
Time is Now.'

As we exchange our goodbyes, Gupta lets me know
that he's got another show in Mumbai next month,
and then soon after that, he returns to Europe for
another gig in France. He's carving up his very own Silk
Road all right.

And there he goes to meet his wife, an Asian
Londoner would you have it.. . Gupta: artist, many of
many cultures and part-time circumnavigator.

Subodh Gupta's Sirk Roofe is at the Balti< until 29th
April.
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New Kids

0K, so they're hardly new, but we couldn't pass up a headline opportunity like that!
Narinder Purba speaks to Gordon from Bloc Party about Britpop, London town and his thoughts on Pop ldol.



lFack once again with another one of
Ethose'Bloc' rocking beats, the Party
phave returneth with a scorcher.
Wheh you're first exposedtoThe Prayer,
you're thrown back and taken for surprise.
It's most unexpected, alien even and
you're stumped. After the initial shock
paralysis soon gives way to sensation and
to feelings of warmth and enchantment.
This is something special and boy do you
like it.

Bfoc Party's first singlefrcm AWeekend
ln lhe City is an edgy and decadent
soundscape of a battered and morally
debauched world we ironically long for.
Call it an exorcism ofour sins; this anthem
speaks for the people. In short, even
the most egalitarian offolk have their
moments ofweakness where thoughts
of power, greed and god-like status
creep into an otherwise virginal land. "ls
it so wrong to crave recognition?"sings
Kele. Perhaps not. In a small and uber-
interactive world like this, itl surprisingly
easy to be lonely.To be seen is to be
healed, euphoric almost. Speaking to
bassist Gordon Moakes, I congratulate the
band on a supremely distinctive track.

"Welf actually, that song The Prayer was
the last song we finished and wrote/ he
says."ln a way it was as far as we've gone.
We'd got to the point where we'd almost
exhausted the traditional way of writing
songs, and decided to try something new.
We had this sample and looped it, which
sounded great. We just try and encompass
everything.'

lndeed,The Proyer is certainly
iconoclastic among the other songs in
this album, and although early days, it!
an exciting teaser for what we can expect
of boys in the future. Meanwhile, back in
the here and now their second album
is upping the ante in an increasingly
experimental age for contemporary rock
sounds. ln view of this. I ask if their new
record is suoerior to Silent Alarm?

"l think it's a better album. more of a
rounded piece you know? You can put it
on and be drawn into it. We tried to do the
same with the first album, but we weren't
so successful.This album however. is the
kind you want to keep going back to and
investigate further."

Largely wistful, softly melodibus
and pleasantly dreamy, this record
is fundamentally a concept album, a
microcosm of the problems besieging
present-day Britain.

"The theme ofthe album is the city
- metropolis London - and the tracks are
about what is being played out in the
backdrop."

ls it a produ€t of a post-7 17 city?
"l guess in a way that event sharpened

our sense ofthe way we think about
things already. lt made us be clear of our
views instead of being vagueJ

Although the album is quite heavy
topic wise - exploring the fear ofthe
unknown, xenophobia and racism,
violence, sexual openness, and religion
- it is balanced out with a study into the
perks of celebrity life - sex, drugs and rock
and rolf . Less punkier than Silent Alarm
and notably absent ofthe in-your-face
braggadocio ofyouth, I ask ifthis is a more
reflective album. Sure they're still young,
but they are getting older.

Moakes laughs. "ln a way itl more
reflective, but it has much more intensity
to it. lt demands your attention.

"l think those songs [the partying] are
an observation ofthe world around us.
You start a band, you get on tour, and you
enter a phase we're you're in a bit of spin,

where anything is possible. ltt crazy, but
you can't sustain it year after year:

Collaborating with the ever-popular and
consummate producer Jacknife Lee - who
has worked with U2, Snow Patrol, and
Kasabian to name but a few - has been
exceptionally fruitful and their sound is
now much more mature and akin to that
of a veteran
band that
has been in
they game for
quite some
time.When
they originally
oegan
working
on their
second LB
they initially
struggled
to find a
prooucer
that stood
out. Nobody
moved them.
That was until
they came
across Lee.

"We
knew his

3e

plenty to say about the Blair legacy.
"l remember when Britpop hit, it did so

in a really mainstream kind of way where
you'd constantly read about them in the
papers.They were celebrities - like Chris
Martin is today. One ofthe reasons we
started the band was a rejection of Britpop
and all it came to represent - the music
ofthe establishment. And that's not what
we wanted to do. We're definitely trying

to push the boat
out more than
others."

Given their
popularity with
the libertines,
romantics,
and the
disenchanted
youth, I enquire
if their fame has
changed them?

"l'm now
unbearable!"
he says with a
cheeky laugh.

Now that
would be hard
to believe. The
oldest member
ofthe band,
Moakes is a
well-spoken,

first time I really tried to join a band, was
this one, so..."He lets the sentence drift
off momentarily and then finishes with a
wicked laugh.

He! a happy man all right.

This has become the Christian Dior-Paul
Smith-Burberry age of musicians. Style is
important, but the industry has become
so saturated with transparently contrived
poster-boys and girls - the androgynous
look is back dont you know - pushing
their dress-sense on par with their music
promotions, you don't know whether you
should be praising them on their tunes or
throwing such sentences like "you guys
are so spring/summer darling, bravo!"
Coupled with the ever-popular XFactor,
whatever happened to the music? Like
commercial hip-hop and R&8, everybody
wants to be singer-actor-fashion designer-
entrepreneur with pockets of cash. Artistic
integrity is seldom enough. As DAngelo
quite rightly observes:"Fuck the slice
we want the pie, why ask why till we fry,
watch us all stand in line, fora slice ofthe
Devil's piel

"Forming a band isn't about being
famous or having a career for the sake of
itlsays Moakes, "it's about trying to do
something. Bloc Party is the proofthat you
don't have to be like that to make really
good music that moves people. lt is a
much purer way of doing it."

5o what does 2007 have in store for
you guys?

?s ever wejust want to get out the
road, on stage in front of people and play
our songs. lt's always interesting to see
how people react to our music, the way it
moves them. lt's one of the reasons we do
what we do:

For these lads, itt all about the music.
That's all it's ever been about.

Welcome back Bloc Party.

Bloc Party s new album AWeekend ln TheCity is

out on February 5th, and they play the Carl ing

Academy on February 21 st.Turn to page 35 for

our verdict  on the album.

One of the
reasons we

started the
band was a
reject ion

of Britpop
and al l

it came to
represe"r.r,

background, we tried him out, and
we thought he was brilliant," he says
enthusiastically."He's a great guy and
very talented. With this record we were
quite keenly aware that we had to knuckle
down and show that we were caoable of
doing something that we hadnt done.
That for us has been the big guiding force
to show that we can do betteri'

Bloc Party are part of a much bigger
thing. Post-Britpop, British music has seen
a distinctive movement in pioneering
sounds led by such bands like Keane,
Coldplay, The Zutons, Muse, and of course
the boys themselves. Ten years on from
New Labour's historic election win, Britain
has changed exponentially, and a new
generation of artists have emerged with

polite, and thoroughly decent chap,
who is accommodating throughout the
interview. He's funny too. l'm curious, I say,
if he'd have considered the Pop ldol route.

"Oh god no! This is the irony of it - even
if it had entered my mind, we'd never have
gotten anywherel

Instead, his rise to rock star was
typically and romantically old fashioned.
Pre-Bloc Party, Moakes himself was
somewhat of a flaneur, wandering around
playing here and there, and largely doing
nothing much serious.Then one day he
saw an advert in NME - a band was looking
for a bass player. He replied and the and
hasnt looked a day back since.

"l finally found a band where I felt I
had a place. I guess I was quite lucky: the


